Home Medical Equipment
Our Most Popular Products
When you’re preparing for a new baby and adjusting to life with a newborn, convenience in finding the products you need and
having confidence in your choices is essential for your peace of mind. All products are available locally.

Breastfeeding Supplies

Whether you need a simple single breast pump for occasional pumping or a more efficient double style for multiple daily pumping
sessions, you’ll find a full range of pumps and all the supplies to make breastfeeding as comfortable as possible.

Medela® Pump In Style®
Medela Pump In Style® pumps feature an exclusive two-mode
Natural Expression™ technology that mimics a baby’s natural
nursing pattern. Choose
from a backpack style
or a shoulder bag.
Both offer portable
convenience for quiet,
discreet pumping
anywhere.

Pump In Style® Advanced Backpack

Ameda® Purely Yours®
Lightweight, portable carryall system provides natural,
comfortable milk expression. Features the FDA-approved
HygieniKit Milk
Collection System, which
is a closed system that
features a patented
diaphragm to prevent
milk and moisture from
entering the pump’s
tubing. It not only saves
clean-up time, but also
protects against cross
Purely Yours® with Carry All
contamination.

We also offer breast pump supplies, hands free nursing bras, nursing covers and more.

Additional favorite products
Halo® SleepSack® Swaddle
As a SleepSack® wearable blanket it replaces loose
blankets in the crib that can cover your baby’s face
and interfere with breathing. It’s unique adjustable
swaddle allows for swaddling arms in or arms out
for an easy and gentle transition when it’s time to
stop swaddling. We offer Preemie and Newborn
sizes.

Luna Lullaby™
Soothing Blanket
Award-winning swaddle blankets are made
with lightweight and stretchable cotton
muslin fabric. They come in handy 3 packs
or singles and get softer with each washing!

Dr. Brown’s Pacifiers
Developed by a pediatric dentist, helps minimize the pressures inside baby’s mouth. These
pressures can sometimes create dental issues
such as cross bites. Palatal pressure is lessened
by creating an air channel that reduces suction
and spreads apart when baby
is sucking.

Luna Lullaby™ Bosom Baby nursing pillow
The Bosom Baby pillow creates the
perfect position for mothers to raise
baby up to breast level, making the
latch-on process easier. The unique
V-shape also makes a cozy, comfortable maternity sleeping pillow. Fold-over
design keeps inner cushion secure and
eliminates bulky and hazardous zippers
and Velcro®.

Bulb syringe
Available in 3 and 2 ounce.

Dr. Brown’s Natural Flow Bottle
Available in 4 and 8 ounce. Favored by moms
and dads because they reduce feeding problems like colic, spit-up, burping, and gas. The
Patented Internal Vent System eliminates air
and vacuum to allow baby to feed comfortably. It also reduces air bubble oxidation of
the milk to help preserve vitamins and lipids,
key nutrients to baby’s health.
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